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Chapter One

Introduction

Introduction

Effective academic writing depends on appropriate language choice, specifically options that 

affect "meaning" and "give impression of the writer". This is in contrast with the traditional view 

which thought of academic writing as a convention-bound monolithic entity that involved

distant, convoluted and impersonal prose (Tang & John, 1999).

Research Articles (RAs) as an example of academic writing have been generally 

characterized by impersonal language, which entails the use of nominalizations and passive 

sentences. Impersonality is seen as a defining feature of expository writing as it embodies the 

positivist assumption that academic research is purely empirical and objective (Hyland, 2002a). 

Using personal authorial references, that is, explicit references to the research article's author(s) 

are found to intermingle with those impersonal constructions (MurDuenas, 2007).

However, Hyland (2002a) claims that, academic prose is not completely impersonal, but that 

writer gains credibility by projecting an identity invested with individual authority displaying 

confidence in their evaluations and commitment to their ideas. He adds that, the most visible 

manifestation of such an authorial identity is the use of first person pronouns and their 

corresponding determiners. However, it may be argued that the use of passive voice is no less 

rhetorical than the adoption of an overt stance by means of a personal pronoun (Molino, 2010).

Luzon (2009) in his study of discourse functions of first person plural we in a corpus of 

reports written by Spanish students argued that personal authorial reference as realized by first 

person pronoun is a rhetorical strategy which allows researchers to perform different discourse 

functions in texts, through which they construct a convincing argument that persuades readers of 
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the validity and novelty of their claims and their own competence. However, Molino (2010) in 

her contrastive study of English and Italian linguistics research articles argued adoption of an 

impersonal style as realized by passive construction may be considered a rhetorical choice. She 

argued that the decision to base one's arguments on objectivity is a matter of social alignment for 

persuasive purposes.

Writers don't report findings or express ideas in some neutral context-free way; they employ 

the rhetorical resources accepted for the purpose of sharing meanings in a particular genre and 

social community (Hyland, 2002a). Writers have to select their words so that readers are drawn 

in, influenced and persuaded.

Undoubtedly, publishing in academic journals demands that the author displays some degree 

of disciplinarity, that s/he demonstrates a familiarity with the rhetorical conventions and social 

understandings of the community, and observes suitable patterns of social and rhetorical 

interactions (Hyland, 2000; Myers, 1989). Consequently, the successful articulation of an RA 

depends on the ability of its writer not only to communicate relevant and original ideas but also 

to construct a credible persona that is in agreement with the identity of their disciplinary and 

discourse community. Using first person pronoun may be considered as a powerful means by 

which writers express an identity by stating their claims to speak as an authority and appear 

visible. The choice not to appear as visible authors may be related to the need to produce a text 

which conforms to the level of writer (in)visibility expected within a particular discourse 

community. Consequently, a contrastive study of frequency of use and discourse functions of 

personal and impersonal authorial references or direct and indirect self-mentions (DSM and ISM, 

respectively) may show how writers position themselves within the academic community they 
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belong to, how they introduce themselves and how they establish the relationship with their 

readers. 

Statement of the Problem and Purpose of the Study

In academic contexts writing is at the heart of professional practice, where it functions to 

construct the disciplines as well as the identity of its practitioners (Bazerman, 1980; Hyland, 

2000). Such contexts privilege certain ways of making meanings and so encourage the 

performance of certain kinds of professional identities, restricting what rhetorical resources 

participants can bring from their past experiences and influencing what they should appropriate 

from those made available by the context.     

The need to publish and gain acceptance by discourse community is a major professional 

imperative (Hyland, 2005). When researchers share their findings with the research community 

they belong to, native language writing culture as well as disciplinary culture in which they have 

been socialized in play their role, though academic studies influence their language choice in 

producing academic texts (Dahl, 2004). Academic writing, in its own type, is a distinctive genre, 

which resorts to specific rhetorical tricks and subtleties in order to carry out its foremost and 

genuine mission, which is persuasion (Hyland, 2008). Therefore, academic writing, by nature, is 

persuasive and academic texts depict the characteristics of underlying community via the use of 

linguistics and rhetorical devices. 

A successful articulation of RA as a feature of academic writing may help a researcher gain 

credit. A published RA is regarded as an original and significant research. An RA is judged as a 

contribution to a particular field by an audience of colleagues who can potentially make use of it. 

Arguments have to be made in ways that readers find most acceptable and convincing, and 

research claims framed to project appropriate certainty and maximum plausibility.
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Therefore, the strategic use of rhetorical resources such as first personal pronoun and passive 

constructions allows writers to emphasize and seek agreement for their own contribution to the 

field, claiming credit for their work.

I focused on the DSM as realized by the first person singular I/me, plural forms we/us and 

possessive adjectives my/our on the one hand, and ISM as realized by passive construction that is 

auxiliary be + past participle.

The aim of this study is, thus, to determine whether DSM and ISM as realized by these 

features vary across academic writing cultures, the focus being on research articles written by 

English writers. I intend to explore the rhetorical preferences of native English writers in the use 

of DSM and ISM when publishing internationally; therefore, the focus is on how English writers 

make explicit or conceal their presence in texts.

Significance of and Justification for the Study

The growing demand for instruction in English for Academic Purposes (Hyland & Hamp-

Lyons, 2002) has promoted studies to gain a deeper understanding of the social contexts of use 

of academic texts and the strategic linguistic choices that characterize these texts. Recent studies, 

(e.g. Martinez, 2005) on the experimental research article have showed that native and non-

native writers differ in the frequency of use of authorial references and performing different 

discourse functions through the use of authorial references. This variation seems to be due to the 

adoption of differing interpersonal strategies, subjectivity or objectivity within two academic 

discourse communities.

When second language researchers write their RAs, they may be influenced by the rhetorical 

patterns of their native language, and therefore "their products may obtain lower interests and/or 

appreciate or simply fail to get themselves published" (Duszak, 1994).
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Since first person pronouns have been shown to be a rhetorical device by means of which 

writers can emphasize their contribution to academic debates and construct an authorial 

discoursal self through realiz ations of various discourse functions, various scholars have 

investigated frequency of use and discourse functions of first person pronoun (e.g. Harwood, 

2005a; Hyland 2002a; Kuo, 1999; Tang & John, 1999). Furthermore, first-person pronouns have 

been studied across different disciplinary fields (Harwood, 2005a; Hyland, 2001) and in texts 

written by native and non-native speakers of English (Hyland, 2002a, b; Martınez, 2005). 

There is a need to raise NNE writers' awareness of the use of NE writers' use of DSM and 

ISM in articles written in English, and to make non-native English writers notice differences of 

use and distribution of first person pronoun and passive constructions in RAs. Such instruction is 

expected to empower NNE writers by providing information that will allow them to make 

informed decisions

However, an extensive search in the related literature indicates that no research has been 

carried out to investigate the frequency of use or to investigate the discourse function of DSM

and/or ISM in English research articles written by Iranian scholars.  

Research Questions and Null Hypotheses

1. Is there a significant difference between the frequency of use of direct and indirect self-

mentions across sciences in English research articles written by native writers?

2. Is there a significant difference between the functions of direct and indirect self-mentions 

in English research articles written by native writers?
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Definition of Key Terms

Terms such as "genre", "rhetoric" and "academic discourse" are recently used with rather 

various meanings in linguistics. Thus, to avoid confusion, it would be fruitful to provide the 

intended definitions of several important terms as they are adopted and utilized throughout the 

study.

Direct Self-mention: refers to first person singular pronoun I, plural forms we/us and 

possessive adjectives my/our (Molino, 2010).

Indirect Self-mention: refers to passive constructions (i.e., auxiliary be + past participle)

which refers to actions carried out by writers (Molino, 2010).

Passive structure:When the action is done to the subject by someone or is caused by an 

outside influence, the verb action is in the passive voice. Passive structure is "appropriate form 

of auxiliary be + past participle of the verb" (Aronson, 2007).

Academic writing: Academic writing is "structured research" written by "scholars" for other 

scholars (with all university writers being 'scholars' in this context). Academic writing addresses 

topic-based 'research questions' of interest to anyone who is seeking factually-based, objectively-

presented information on a particular topic. The objective of academic writing is the creation of 

'new knowledge' via (a) a review of what is currently known about a given topic as (b) the 

foundation for the author's new views or perspectives on the topic (Jones, 2009).

Research article: A research article is a written paper that illustrates an outcome of scientific 

research with supporting clinical data. A research article is written by and for researchers for the 

purpose of making specific findings known to the scientific community at large (Jones, 2009).
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First person pronouns: Include singular subjective pronoun I, and plural form we, objective 

singular pronoun me and plural form us, possessive singular adjective my and plural form our, 

and possessive singular pronoun mine and plural form ours (Aronson, 2007).

Exclusive pronoun: Exclusive 'I' refers solely to the writer and other persons associated with 

the writer (Harwood, 2005a).

Discourse function: Function of authorial reference which is realized through the use of 

first person pronoun and passive construction with exclusive references (Martinze, 2005). 

Rhetoric: a process that writer uses to produce a desired piece of text. This process is 

basically one of choosing and organizing information for a specific set of purposes and specific 

set of readers (Trimble, 1985, p. 89)

Academic discourse: Presenting any claim, putting forth any proposition, and arguing any 

point in academic circles and setting conforms to some generic, rhetorical and above all, 

linguistic rules and conventions that are referred to as academic discourse.

1.6. Limitations of this Study

Certain limitations were imposed on this study. The first is concerned with small size of the 

corpus. It is widely accepted by researchers (e.g. Harwood, 2005a) that using large corpus 

increase the validity and reliability of my study. Second, this study only examined the passive 

construction as a feature of ISM and excluded other features such and "nominalization" . Baratta 

(2010) argued that, nominalization is associated with academic writing and is used to maintain 

an impersonal tone to text.
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Chapter Two

Review of the Related Literature

Genre

To some researchers, genre has become one of the most important and influential concepts in 

language education (Hyland 2004). In the genre studies literature, genre is often defined as "a 

distinctive category of discourse of any type, spoken or written" (Swales 1990, p. 33) serving as 

"responses by speakers or writers to the demands of a social context" (Johns 2002, p. 3). In other 

words, genre is a social action that is shaped by, and in turn shapes, a social community that 

utilizes the genre as a means of communication. Genres of communication are traditionally 

defined in terms of shared purposes and common conventions of content and style (Swales, 

1990). Miller (1984) defines genres as social action, acquiring meaning from situational and 

social contexts. She proposes that a genre should be seen as a rhetorical action which recurs in a 

given social environment. Swales (1990, p. 58), in the same way as Miller, developed a concept 

of genre and made a working definition for genre. He states: 

A genre comprises a class of communicative events, the members of which share some 

communicative purposes. These purposes are recognized by the expert members of the parent 

discourse community, and thereby constitute the rationale for the genre. This rationale shapes the 

schematic structure of the discourse and influences and constrains choice of content and style. 

Communicative purpose is both a privileged criterion and one that operates to keep the scope of a 

genre as here conceived narrowly focused on comparable rhetorical action. In addition to purpose, 

exemplars of a genre exhibit various patterns of similarity in terms of structure, style, content and 

intended audience. If all high probability expectations are realized, the exemplar will be viewed as 

prototypical by the parent discourse community. The genre names inherited and produced by 
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discourse communities and imported by others constitute valuable ethnographic communication, but 

typically need further validation.

The word "genre" comes from the French and originally Latin word for "kind" or "class" and 

refers to a distinctive type of text. Abram (1996, p. 67 as cited in Swales, 1990) defines genre as 

"a term taken from French, is used in literary criticism to signify a literary species, or a literary 

form."

Definition of a genre depends on my purposes, bringing into picture, "the readers' 

interpretation of a text as well as a discourse community's nomenclature for genres as an 

important source of insight" (Swales, 1990, p. 54). Miller (1984) states that, "a rhetorically sound 

definition of genre must be centered not on the substance or form of discourse but on the action it 

is used to accomplish."

According to Dudly-Evans (1994, pp. 219- 229) genre is a means of achieving communicative 

goal that have evolved in response to some particular rhetorical needs. In traditional or literary 

terms, definition of genre was based on connection of form and content: tragedy, comedy, epic, 

satire, lyric, novel, essay, biography, etc. while description of non-literary genre draws attention 

to textual features. Miller (1984, pp. 151-167) defines genre as a "conventional category of 

discourse based in large scale of typification of rhetorical action; an action, it requires meaning 

from the situation and from the social context in which that situation arouse." This situated view 

of genres is highly relevant for discussions of academic writing in that it takes us beyond the 

language and form of the text to a consideration of the ways in which academic texts are 

embedded in the communicative activities of the academic community. Thus, in order to 

understand purpose and use of specific genre, social and cultural context of genre must be taken 

into account.
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Yet genres are considered as social processes, employed in recurrent rhetorical situations in 

order to achieve social action (Miller, 1984; Martin, Christie, & Rothery, 1987). In addition, 

writing is a complex process, which may be viewed as inherently intertextual and interdiscursive, 

meaning that texts (re-)incorporate other texts and genres (re-) incorporate other genres (Scollon, 

1998). Therefore, there is a need to understand the intertextual and interdiscursive writing 

context in which it is situated , such as participant, genre set and genre system (Bazerman, 1988) 

if I want to understand particular genre.

Some linguists have approached genre by making quantitative analysis of surface linguistic 

features of texts with the hope that statistical properties reveal significant differences between 

groups of text (e.g. Connor, 1996, Samraj, 2002, 2004). In this regard, it is claimed that the 

probability of co-occurrences of certain features would be a distinguishing factor between 

different texts. 

The first time the term genre was used in an ESP context goes back to 1981 when Tarone et 

al. (1981) investigated the use of active and passive forms in astrophysics journal articles. This 

article was also the first piece of research to add the notion of genre to its analysis. That is, it 

looked at the use of language in the same type of text, on the same topic, in the same journal and 

in the same area of study, as opposed to the use of language in scientific writing in general 

(Flowerdew, 2001). 

In general, genre analysis is the study of a group or corpus of either written or oral texts that 

share a set of communicative purposes and functions. Research studies in ESP genre analysis 

offer two types of analysis.

The first type examines lexicogrammatical features of texts (Hyon, 1996 ; Thompson, 2001). 

In contrast, the second type concerns the identification of rhetorical structure or a structural 
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move analysis of texts. The second type of genre analysis is also referred to by researchers such 

as Hyon (1996) as "structural move analysis" and Nwogu (1997) as "the identification of 

schematic units or moves". 

There are a number of research studies at the surface level which focus on lexicogrammatical 

features or surface features of speech and writing. Linguistic features that have been the focus of 

this level of analysis include epistemic modality or hedges (Hyland, 1994, 1996) such as model 

verb ( would, will, could, may, might), lexical verbs (seem, appear, suggest, indicate, assume, 

believe), adverbials (probably, possibly, apparently, unlikely) nouns (assumption, claim, 

evidence), and adjectives (probable, possible, clear, reasonable), a number of function words 

such as "just" (Lindemann & Mauranen, 2001) and "it" (Hewings & Hewings, 2002), reporting 

verbs (Thomas & Hawess, 1994), citation analysis (Thompson, 2001), and first person pronoun 

(Harwood, 2005a, b; Sheldon, 2009; Tang & John, 1999) and passive voice (Tarone et al. 1998). 

To analyze genre at the lexicogrammatical level, researchers, first, select a genre. Next, they 

choose one linguistic feature they want to study. The feature should be a distinct characteristic of 

genre. All samples of the target linguistics feature presented in corpus are obtained (either 

manually or using concordance software). Next, a classification of the linguistic feature is 

presented. A comparison in terms of frequency in each category and subcategory, if available, is 

presented and explained.

Unlike the analysis of surface features, the second type or move based research studies focus 

on the descriptions of different sections of RAs' move structure. Most empirical RAs are found 

to be typically divided into four main sections: introduction, methods, results, and discussion or 

an "IMRD" format (Swales, 1990; Nwogu, 1997). Generic structure or move-based structure of 

introduction of a RA is presented by Swales (1990).
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Research Articles

As mentioned above, genre is a name for a type of text or discourse designed to achieve a set 

of communicative purposes. Accordingly, the research article (RA) is a genre. Crookes (1986) 

was the first to label the RA as a " genre". Swales (1990, p. 93) defines RA as a "written text, 

usually limited to a few thousand words, that reports on some investigation carried out by its 

author or authors . . . .  it is to appear . . . .  in a research journal, or less typically in an edited 

book-length collection of papers". Swales (1998) considered "move" as a discoursal or rhetorical 

unit that performs a coherent communicative function in a written or spoken discourse. English 

language, as an international language, has been the focus of attention to be examined from 

various perspectives, including format, scope of readership and many others for the aim of 

spreading of knowledge and in particular research in various fields of study and among them in 

the field of SLA and ELT. There are some conventional patterns to be followed by the writers, 

which are genetically determined. Authors of RAs do not convey just information or a series of 

facts; rather they make interpersonal relationship with their readers which is explored in this 

study.

It would be an impressive achievement that a writer's RA to be published and manifested in 

research journals and/or cited in indexes. Academic writers need to present their claims 

cautiously, accurately and modestly to meet the expectations of discourse community. According 

to Hyland (2002b), there are some parts of social action designed to accomplish socially 

recognized purposes influenced by personal ambition, private intentions and individual 

experiences. In other words, writers always have choices concerning the kinds of relationship 

they want to establish with readers. He maintains that the writers of RAs consider their readers as 

a whole community. 
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RA as one of the major genres which provide access to the globalization of scientific findings 

has occupied a scientific strategic position in scientific writing. Various genre analysts have been 

giving interpretations on how different academic genres function such as: Hyland (2002a, 2005) 

and Harwood (2005a) on RAs, Salager-Meyer (1990) on abstracts, to name a few. Among the 

various genres used in scientific communication like, text books, book reviews, lab reports, 

research proposals and RAs, it is the last genre that is of vital importance as it is the 

representation of the research carried out by scientists and if accepted and recognized by the 

fellow practitioners, it could lead to new avenues in the field. An RA is a dynamic genre that 

adapts itself to or is adjusted by scientists, to meet the particular rhetorical demands of a specific 

discipline.

Discourse Community

Although communicative purpose becomes the most determinant aspect of communicative 

events to categorize a particular genre, the most important aspect in establishing the purpose(s) 

of communicative event is probably the concept of "discourse community". Swales (1990) notes 

that genres belong to discourse communities, not to individuals, other kinds of grouping or to 

wider speech communities. He defines discourse community as a group of people who share a 

set of social conventions that is directed towards some purpose. The fact that Swales uses this 

term three times in his working definition of genre provides further evidence on the importance 

of this term and the concept of genre study.

Kuhn (1970) characterizes discourse community as consisting of the practitioners of a 

scientific specialty who share language, beliefs, and practices. Members are able to function as 

scientists, according to Kuhn, because they share "similar educations and professional 

initiations", because they have "absorbed the same technical literature and drawn many of the 
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same lessons from it", because they share goals and professional judgments and because their 

communications is "full". The importance of the concept of discourse community and genre is 

also addressed by Gunnarson (1993, p. 165) when he says, "Genre patterns reflect norms and 

beliefs in the discourse community in which they are produced." When these norms and beliefs 

change textual patterns are also liable to change. The concept of discourse community draws 

attention to the idea that I don’t generally use language to communicate with world at large, but 

with individuals and with other members of my social groups (Hyland, 2005).  Discourse 

communities' forms of communications are more or less conventionalized and characterized with 

multitude of linguistic and non-linguistic sophistication (Abdi, 2009). Inevitably, then, the 

multilingual members of these communities make an attempt to manifest more or less similar 

patterns of behavior in order to sustain the membership (Bizzell, 1992).

What is important here is that, L2 writers entering a discourse community use language to 

achieve shared goals. It is, then, powerful metaphor joining writers, texts and readers in a 

particular discursive writing.

Swales (1990, pp. 24-27) lists six criteria for defining a discourse community:

1. A discourse community has a broadly agreed set of common public goals.

2. A discourse community has mechanism of intercommunication among its members.

3. A discourse community uses its participatory mechanisms primarily to provide information and 

feedback.

4. A discourse community utilizes and hence possesses one or more genres in the communicative 

furtherance of its aims.

5. In addition to owing genres, a discourse community has acquired some specific lexis.

6. A discourse community has a threshold level of members with a suitable degree of relevant 

content and discoursal expertise.
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To acquire membership in a discourse community, an individual has to learn the conventions 

that underpin Swales's six criteria. In other words, L2 writers entering academic disciplines must 

learn the genres and conventions that are commonly employed by members of the disciplinary 

discourse community. Bazerman (1980) argues that L2 writers must learn conversations of 

discipline, the issues and problems that are current at any one time. L2 writers develop the 

knowledge of conventions of specific discourse community through study and collaboration on 

research projects with experienced practicing scholars. 

Contrastive Rhetoric: Recognition of Culture-Specific Voices in Academic Discourse

Contrastive rhetoric represents the first serious contemporary study of second language 

writing as well as the only early paradigm where prominence was given to cross-cultural 

research. In contrast to the initial goal of ESP, contrastive rhetoric has been concerned largely 

with the process of learning to write in a second language, particularly with the way process is

influenced by differences in text characteristics cross languages and cultures (Poole, 2002). The 

effect of contrastive rhetoric on language pedagogy has primarily been to create awareness 

among teachers of specific or potential differences in the nature of written texts, rather than to 

recommend specific teaching practices (Connor, 1996).  

Contrastive rhetoric studies with implications for ESL writing began with Robert Kaplan’s 

(1966) study of the organization of a paragraph in some six hundred L2 students’ essays. Kaplan 

states that language and writing are cultural phenomena. Hence, "rhetoric, the method of 

organizing syntactic units into larger patterns, is as much as a culturally-coded phenomenon as 

the syntactic units themselves are. " (Kaplan, 1967, p. 15). Culture specific patterns of 

organization were considered negative influences in ESL writing (Connor, 1996) and to combat 

them, Kaplan recommended that ESL students learning to write essays in a Anglo-American 
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style should study model compositions constructed in the linear fashion thought typically of 

writing in English.

Rhetorical Preferences and Culture

Perhaps the most researched and examined influence of culture in language is the differing 

expectations that people have about the logical organization of written texts and the effects these 

may have on L2 literacy development. What is seen as logical, engaging, relevant or well-

organized in writing, and what counts as evidence, conciseness and coherence, are all said to 

differ across cultures. The field of contrastive rhetoric actively uses the notion of culture to 

examine differences in written texts and writing practices. In fact, contrastive rhetoric seeks to 

build a research base to identify the fact that there are differences between languages in terms of 

rhetorical preferences. 

In an interesting discussion of texts in contrastive rhetoric Mauranen (2001, p. 53) states, 

"texts are … one of the main keys to understanding a culture. Texts as cultural products act out 

relevant social relationships within the culture, and in this way provide keys to understanding 

themselves as well as other aspects of culture." This proposition implies that cultural factors have 

the potential to influence perception, language, learning and communication, particularly, the use 

of different interpersonal strategies. This is partly due to the fact that my cultural rules are 

reflected in and carried through language, and partly because cultures make available to us 

certain taken-for-granted ways of organizing my perception and expectations and engaging 

others in writing. This insight comes from an approach to culture which perhaps commands the 

most influence in language studies and regards it as a historically transmitted and systematic

network of meaning which allows us to understand, develop and communicate my knowledge 

and beliefs about the world ( Lantolf, 2000).
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Cultural factors shape my background understanding and are likely to have a considerable 

input on what I write and how I organize what I write, and my responses to different 

communicative texts. Increasing intercultural and interlingual contacts due to globalization has 

raised questions concerning whether writers socialized into a non-English writing culture learn 

rhetorical habits which affect their writing in English. Researchers have therefore started to 

explore interpersonal and rhetorical strategies in various languages, to explore how speakers of 

those languages use rhetorical resources in English. The fact that many of these studies have 

focused on academic texts is unsurprising given the internationalization of EAP. Based upon the 

above mentioned assumptions and increasing awareness among academic discourse researchers 

of the relationship between rhetorical strategies and culture, a large number of researchers have 

focused their attention on the use of rhetorical functions across languages.

An example of these studies is Mauranen (1993), which studies the use of metatext in two 

pairs of texts chosen for their good comparability in terms of genre, fields and topic. In both 

pairs one text is written in English by a Finnish economist, and the other by an economist who is 

a native speaker of English. The findings of the study revealed certain differences in terms of 

rhetorical preferences in that the Finnish economist utilizes relatively little metatext for explicitly 

organizing the text and orienting the reader and favors a more impersonal style of writing. 

Mauranen sees both of these as contributing to a more "implicit" rhetorical strategy in Finnish 

texts than is typical of texts in English. Mauranen suggests that these differences in rhetorical 

preferences are the result of cultural factors and are likely to be more important than disciplinary 

preferences in academic writing practices.

Breivega, Dahl and Flottum (2002) explore traces of self and others – as key interactional 

features of academic writing – in RAs of three disciplines (Medicine, Economics, and 
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Linguistics) in contrastive study of English, French and Norwegian. The study focused on a few 

categories including how and to what extent authors manifest themselves – which can be realized 

in distribution and frequency of elements such as first person pronouns and meta comments –

and how and to what extent other researchers are given the possibility of manifesting themselves 

– which is realized in distribution and frequency of elements such as explicit references and 

implicit references. The results which were obtained did not indicate any clear language 

differences apart from the very low frequency of first person singular pronouns in French. The 

study was concluded by the argument that cultural identity is more likely related to discipline 

than to language.

In a similar study, Dahl (2004) takes a double-contrastive approach to writer manifestation in 

three languages (English, French, and Norwegian) and three disciplines (Economics, Linguistics, 

and Medicine) in order to see whether language or discipline is the most important variable 

governing the pattern of metatext in academic discourse. Analyzing a corpus of 180 RAs within 

these languages and disciplines, Dahl revealed that language variable is the most important one 

within economics and linguistics, where English and Norwegian  show very similar patterns, 

using much more metatext than French whereas within medicine, all three languages display a 

uniform pattern of metatext. The writer concludes that English and Norwegian are both 

representatives of writer-responsible cultures, while French represents a reader-responsible 

culture. As regards disciplines, the writer suggests that since economics and linguistics have a 

less formalized RAs structure and to some extent create their findings through argumentation in 

the text, national cultures will be more important than it is in medicine, where the IMRD 

(Introduction, Method, Result, Discussion) structure is globally implemented and research data 

are given to a greater extent outside the text.
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In another similar contrastive study, Adel (2006) compares the use of metadiscourse in 

written argumentative texts written by advanced learners of English where first language is 

Swedish with comparable texts written by native speakers of British and American English. The 

study reports that the learners overuse metadiscourse expressions: while the learners use about 

50 percent more impersonal metadiscourse than the native speakers, the native speakers use 

roughly equal amounts.  Furthermore, compared to native speaker norms, the learners overuse 

not only impersonal metadiscourse but also personal types of metadiscourse. The main 

difference between the results of the personal and impersonal metadiscourse is in the native 

speaker material where the British English texts have an average of half the amount of personal 

metadiscourse used in American English texts. 

Although the issue of manifestations of culture in language has always been controversial, an 

alternative view dominating academic discourse analysis (mainly expressed in the contrastive 

rhetoric tradition) stresses that there are wide variations in the academic discourse output of 

scholars with various cultural background and these variations, while respectable in their own 

terms, can influence what passes for acceptable written English.

The point is eloquently expressed in Canagarajah (2002), who believes that though much of 

the difference may derive from culture, the way in which this influence takes place can be 

positive or negative, enabling as well as limiting, and teachers have to be aware of all these 

possibilities. While encouraging teachers and learners to be aware of these differences, he 

cautions teachers not to be held hostage by language and culture. In fact, information emerging 

from this kind of research should be used to build a descriptive understanding of variations in the 

written discourses of different languages and language-using groups. Hence, as Hyland (2005) 

remind us, while many academics and teachers question the wisdom and feasibility of requiring 
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students to follow Anglo-American rhetorical practices, clarifying what these conventions might 

be has been extremely productive.

The studies reported above reveal that metadiscourse is not uniform across languages. They 

encourage us to question a powerful and influential view of academic writing; they develop my

sensitivity to different metadiscourse practice in L2 writing classes. They also provide vital 

information for non-native writers of English and offer convenient tools for analyzing, 

understanding and correcting intercultural linguistic problems in writing. This type of 

information can help us prevent culturally based misunderstandings and misjudgments and make 

it easier for researchers to adjust to the style of other languages when writing in a specific 

foreign language (Eva Thue, 2006).

Academic Writing

To be an active and accepted member of a research community, it is essential to publicize 

one’s hypotheses and claims orally and especially in the written format. However, "transforming 

one’s claims into knowledge requires reader acceptance and therefore linguistic and rhetorical 

means of persuasion" (Hyland, 1996, p. 435). For this reason, there are favored, recurring, and 

expected discourse strategies, one of which is the preference for authorial suppression or 

absence, that is, impersonalization.

Certainly, the successful articulation of an RA depends on the ability of its writer not only to 

communicate relevant and original ideas but also to construct a credible persona that meshes 

with the identity of their disciplinary community (Harwood, 2005; Hirvela & Belcher, 2001; 

Hyland, 2001, 2002a; Ivanic & Camps, 2001). Writers ‘‘gain credibility by projecting an identity 

invested with individual authority, displaying confidence in their evaluations and commitments 

to their ideas" (Hyland, 2002a, p. 1091). However, non-native English speaking writers are 
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required not only top articulate unfamiliar academic genre, but also to simultaneously create and 

define a new scholarly identity. 

When scholars write their RA in second language, they may be influenced by the rhetorical 

patterns of their native language, and therefore ‘‘their products may obtain lower interest and 

or/appreciation or simply fail to get themselves published" (Duszak, 1994, p. 291). Therefore, 

there is a need to understand particular ways of presenting knowledge in an academic context in 

accordance with conventions of discourse community. Writers need to consider general 

expectations and conventions of discourse community for their academic texts, as well as the 

particular expectations, conventions and requirements of their specific area of study. In this 

sense, understanding particular ways of presenting knowledge in academic context and learning 

to make ourselves visible or invisible in academic texts are essential.

A number of studies (e.g. Bazerman, 1988; Bazerman & Paradis, 1991; Hyland, 1996, 1998; 

Prior, 1998) have demonstrated that academic writing varies enormously, consisting of 

disciplinary variations. Simply put, writers in different disciplines write differently; for example, 

physicists do not write like sociologists who do not write like philosophers. And there is

evidence that even within the same discipline practices may vary widely.

Positivism vs. Constructionism

There is widespread belief that scientific and academic writing is objective reporting of an 

independent and external reality. The writer is advised to avoid personal bias in academic 

context. Academic writing as a unique form of argument depends on the demonstration of 

absolute truth and empirical evidence. According to Hyland (2005) persuasive potency of 

academic writing is grounded in rationality and based on exacting methodologies, dispassionate 

observation and informed reflection. Academic writing, in other words, represents the discourse 
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of "Truth" (Lemke, 1995). By this way, the reader can simply decode the transmitted message to 

recover the same truth and reality.

The convention of impersonal reporting in academic writing remains a most respected 

concept for many, a cornerstone of the positivist assumption that academic research is purely 

empirical and objective, and therefore best presented as if human agency was not part of the 

process.

A more rhetorically grounded, but closely related, view is that which stresses the persuasive 

authority of impersonality.  Here it is seen as a strategy that maximizes the credibility of the 

writer and works to elicit credence from the reader. Lachowicz (1981) for example, argues that 

impersonality emphasizes objectivity, open- mindedness, and the established factual nature of a 

given activity; it functions to underline the common share of knowledge with the community, 

and stresses the collective responsibility of academic endeavor. Several influential style guides 

also recall this view:

Write your paper with a third person voice that avoids "I believe" or " It is my opinion"

Evansen, 1996, p. 144

In general, academic writing aims at being 'objective' in its expression of ideas, and thus tries to avoid 

specific reference to personal opinions.  Your academic writing should imitate this style by 

eliminating first person pronouns as far as possible. 

Arnaudet & Barrett, 1984, p. 73 as cited in Amdure et al. 2010

The total paper is considered to be the work of the writer. You don’t have to say "I think" or " My 

opinion is" in the paper. (. . .) Traditional formal writing does not use "I" or "we" in the body of the 

paper.

Day, 1998, p. 57
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Since science is concerned primarily with the objective and the impersonal, the passive point of view, 

though devoid of human interest and color, is ordinarily proper for accounts of scientific processes. 

Jones & Keene, 1981, p. 125, as cited in Amurdure et al. 2010

However, as it was mentioned above, different discourse communities employ different 

conventions and readers in different fields have different expectations and norms of argument. 

According to Wilkinson (1992) admonishments to avoid self-mention are misguided, because 

writing in academic context is a kind of disciplinary engagement, where writers interact with 

specialist audiences rather than with general readers. In other  words, research  writing involves 

writers in a process of both  textualizing their work as  a contribution to the discipline and field, 

and in constructing  themselves as plausible members of the discipline, competent  to make such 

a contribution. The important point is to make balance between subjective and objective writing 

in academic context.

Some authors such as Hyland ( 2005); Kuo ( 1999); and Tang and John (1999) consider that it 

is vital for L2 writers to be aware of the very real presence of the different ways in which 

subjective writing can be used in academic writing. They consider the use of first person pronoun 

(i.e. subjective writing) as an alternative to the objective writing, while still leaving to writers the 

ultimate decision of which position to subscribe to.

But clearly writers have to do more than displaying authenticity; they have to say something 

new (Berkenkotter & Huckin, 1995; Gosden, 1993). This means that demonstrating alignment 

with the community and showing respect for its common goals is only part of the story, and that 

writers must carefully balance this with strong and credible argument for the originality of their 

claims. 

Perhaps surprisingly, the complicated topic of subjective writing (.i.e. self-mention) has 

received considerably less attention. This issue remains a recurrent problem for students, 
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teachers, and experienced writers alike, and the extent to which one can reasonably explicitly 

intrude into one’s discourse, or assert one's personal involvement, remains highly controversial. 

Kuo (1999) points out that the strategic use of personal pronouns allows writers to emphasize 

their own contribution to the field and to seek agreement for it. Personal reference sends a clear 

indication to the reader of the perspective from which their statements should be interpreted. For 

this reason, self -mention is often seen positively in the literature. 

The constructionism perspective of academic writing emphasizes the role of academic 

writing as persuasive endeavor involving interaction between writer and readers which has lost 

its traditional tag as an objective, faceless and impersonal form of discourse.

Several manuals about scientific writing encourage writers to employ the first person. Several 

influential style guides also echo this view:

I here would ask all young scientists to renounce the false modesty of previous generations of 

scientists. Do not be afraid to name the agent of the action in a sentence, even when it is "I" or " we". 

Gledhill, 2000

…the scientific attitude is not achieved by either the use or the avoidance of a particular pronoun. 

Rather, is achieved through the qualities mentioned earlier: honesty, care in handling facts, dignity, 

and restraint in manner.

Ivanic, 1998

In this study, it is argued that subjective and objective writing styles are both rhetorical 

strategies for the purpose of reaching persuasive academic writing. As a result, for the purpose of 

establishing themselves as effective and credible members of the discourse community, writers 

may either choose to strongly make explicit their authorial presence in the text by taking full 

responsibility for their claims (mainly with the use of first person pronouns) or to use an 

impersonal style, which shows that they are, in Myers’ (1992) terms, ‘humble servants of the 
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discipline’. These two opposing views often cause confusion both to novice English-speaking 

academics and learners of English as a second language, regarding which decision to adopt. 

What seems to be clear is that writer’s decisions are related to social practices of a specific 

disciplinary community, and these rhetorical conventions may vary cross-culturally. This study 

aims to explore differences or similarities in the use of either of above mentioned rhetorical 

strategies across cultures.

Representation of Writer (Identity, Evaluation, Appraisal and Stance)

Academic writing is not just about conveying content; it is also about the representation of 

the writer’s self. This representation has become a popular area of research in recent years and 

researchers have deployed various terms to describe it. The ways that writers represent 

themselves, and find themselves represented, by their rhetorical choices has been extensively 

discussed by Ivanic (Ivanic, 1998) who argues that writer’s identities are constructed in the 

"possibilities for self-hood" available in the sociocultural contexts of writing. Ivanic (1998) uses 

the term "identity" and identifies three aspects which interact in writing:

1. "autobiographical self": is the identity which people bring with them to any act of 

writing, shaped . . . by their prior social and discoursal history; influenced by  the  writer’s  

experiences and life history.

2. "discoursal self": is the impression a writer conveys, consciously or unconsciously, in a 

particular written text, constructed through the discourse characteristics of the text, which are 

said to relate to values, beliefs and power relations in the social context in which they were 

written; the  image or "voice" the  writer  projects  in a text.
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3. "authorial self": since writers see themselves to a greater or lesser extent as authors; the 

term refers to the extent to which the writer intrudes into a text  and  claims responsibility for its 

content. 

The DSM aspect of my study is concerned with the third element of identity; this aspect of 

my study explores the degree of authoritativeness writers are prepared to invest in their texts.

As identity has come to be seen as something that I actively and publicly accomplish in our 

interactions with each other, the relationship between language and identity has long been a 

major area of sociolinguistic investigation and become particularly important over the last 

decade. Identity can be defined in terms of how we define ourselves, how others define us, and 

how we represent ourselves to others (Ouellette, 2008).

The representation of writer's self has become a popular area of research in recent years and 

researchers have deployed various terms to describe it in addition to identity. Other terms used 

by other researchers include "evaluation", "appraisal", and "stance". According to Hunston and 

Thompson (2000, p. 6) "evaluation" serves three functions: 1) to express the writer's opinion, 

and in doing so to reflect the value system of that person and their community, 2) to construct 

and maintain relations between the writer and reader, and 3) to organize the discourse. 

"Appraisal" is used by Hyland (2008) to refer to the semantic resources that negotiate how 

authorial opinion is expressed and similarly, Conrad and Biber (2000, p. 57 as cited in 

Yakhontova, 2006) use "stance" which they distinguish as having three major semantic 

categories: 1) Epistemic stance: in general, represents how certain or reliable the writer's 

proposition is. 2) Attitudinal stance: reports personal attitudes or feelings, and 3) Style stance: 

describes how the information is being presented.
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According to Hyland (2005, p. 178), "stance" is defined as "the ways academics annotate 

their texts to comment on the possible accuracy or creditability of a claim, the extent they want 

to commit themselves to it, or the attitude they want to convey to an entity, a proposition or the 

reader." This definition of stance and its various features and functions is clearly outlined in 

Hyland’s Model of Interaction in Academic Discourse (2005).

Hyland (2005, pp. 178- 181) defines the four elements of stance as:

1. Hedges: "devices that indicate the writer’s decision to withhold complete commitment to a 

proposition, allowing information to be presented as an opinion rather than accredited fact."

2. Boosters: "allow writers to express their certainty in what they say and to mark involvement with 

the topic and solidarity with their audience."

3. Attitude markers: "indicate the writer’s affective attitude to propositions, conveying surprise, 

agreement, importance, frustration, and so on, rather than commitment."

4. Self-mentions: "refers to the use of first person pronouns and possessive adjectives to present 

propositional, affective and interpersonal information."

Academic writing, like all forms of communication, is an act of identity: it not only conveys 

disciplinary "content" but also carries a representation of the writer. Definitely, the most 

important and obvious ways writers can present themselves to readers is through first person 

pronouns (Hyland, 2001; Kuo, 1999; Tang & John, 1999). By the use of first person pronoun 

writers establish the commitment to their words and set up the relationship with their readers. 

Recent research has emphasized the close connections between writing and the construction of 

an author’s identity.

According to Fortanet (2004), first person pronouns and metadiscourse and hedgings are 

examples of explicit manifestation of the self. However, MurDuenas ( 2007) classifies self-

mentions as features of interactional metadiscourse.
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Personal Authorial Reference in Academic Writing

Interactional metadiscourse and self-mention. Metadiscourse as a rhetorical means (Abdi, 

2002), is defined as "the cover term for the self-reflective expressions used to negotiate 

interactional meanings in a text, assisting the writer (or speaker) to express a viewpoint and 

engage with readers as members of a particular community" (Hyland, 2005, p. 37). 

Metadiscourse is based on a view of writing as a social engagement and, in academic contexts, 

reveal the ways writers project themselves into their discourse to signal their attitudes and 

commitments. Self mention as rhetoric feature allows writers to affirm themselves in the 

discourse by displaying their professional credentials and their familiarity with disciplinary 

practice and is a powerful way of projecting authorial power (Sheldon, 2009).

Self-mention constitutes a category of interactional metadiscourse in Hyland’s (2004, 2005) 

and Hyland and Tse’s (2004) taxonomies. Hyland refers to self-mention as "person makers" in 

his previous taxonomies, and classifies it as a category of interpersonal metadiscourse. Self 

mention can help to reveal how academic writers construct their relationship with readers and 

with their discourse community (Kuo, 1999).

Academic writing and first person pronoun. In previous section, I explored various 

linguistic resources to be useful instruments for interpersonal intervention in the RA, such as 

hedges, evaluation and self mention. But the point is that authorial presence through first person 

pronouns has received special attention. Hyland (2001) argues that it is because of conflicting 

information on their use in style manuals and partly because their appropriate use is still unclear 

(Martinez, 2005).

A number of corpus-based studies have identified a range of functions that "I" and "we" can 

play in academic writing (e.g. Harwood 2003, 2005a; Hyland 2001, 2002a; Kuo 1999; Molino, 
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2010; Sheldon, 2009; Tang &John 1999). Pronouns are said to help the writer organize the text 

and guide the reader through the argument (e.g. I will explain the method in section 2), state 

personal opinions and knowledge claims (e.g. I claim the overuse of this element by 

participants), recount experimental procedure and methodology (e.g. I collected data 

manually..), and acknowledge funding bodies, institutions, and individuals that contributed to the 

study in some way (e.g. I would like to express my thanks..).

In this section, I look at the various ways in which the first person pronoun may be used in 

academic writing, and study different discourse functions writers perform through the use of first 

person pronouns. Indeed those who have constructed functional pronoun taxonomies (Hyland, 

2002a; Ivanic, 1998; Tang & John, 1999) link pronoun functions with authorial presence. The 

ways that writers represent themselves, and find themselves represented, by their rhetorical 

choices has been extensively discussed by Ivanic (Ivanic, 1998) who argues that writers’ 

identities are constructed in the "possibilities for self-hood" available in the sociocultural 

contexts of writing, which was discussed above.  She (1998; p. 307) states that "there is a 

continuum from not using "I" at all, through using "I" with verbs associated with the process of 

structuring the writing, to using "I" in association with the research process, and finally, to using 

"I" with verbs associated with cognitive acts". In simple words, she proposed a cline showing the 

degree of power wielded by the authorial presence through a particular instances of use of the 

first person pronoun. 

Tang and John developed Ivanic’s (1998) idea of a continuum of "I" and introduced the 

various roles identified for the first person pronoun. They followed Ivanic's style and ordered 

these roles along a continuum in terms of the degree of authorial power. They maintain powerful 

authorial presence means that the writer displays a high level of authority within the text, where 
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"authority" has elements of both its common meanings of "a right to control or command others"

and "knowledge or expertise in a particular field", as well as a meaning more specific to this 

article, the quality belonging to an "author", where "author" is used in Ivanic's (1998, p. 102) as a 

very specialized sense of "a maker of meaning". 

Tang and John (1999) examined the identities behind first person pronoun which 27 first year 

undergraduates at the National University of Singapore have used in their essays. Their typology 

includes the following six roles behind first person pronoun: "I'" as the representative, "I" as the 

guide through the essay, "I" as the architect of the essay, "I" as the recounter of the research 

process, "I" as the opinion-holder, and "I" as the originator. They found that a fairly large 

percentage of students do use the first person pronoun in their writing, though somewhat 

sparingly. The "representative" role of "I" is least powerful authorial presence, and "I" as 

"originator" is the "most powerful authorial presence". Ivanic (1998, p. 135), interestingly, 

maintains that "when someone uses a particular discourse type, they identify themselves with the 

interests, values, beliefs and power relations which are associated with it". Tang and John (1999) 

found that, out of a total of 92 instances of the first person pronoun, 39 instances fall into least 

authorial presence role. i.e. "I" as representative.

Although researcher confirm the importance of self-mention for non-native writers who write 

articles for publication (Harwood , 2005a; Hyland, 2002a: Ivanic & Camps, 2001), very few 

cross-cultural studies have examined authorial self-representation through pronouns in languages 

other than English. One of the influential cross-cultural studies of self-mention has been carried 

out by Sheldon (2009). She contrasted RAs in English with those in Spanish to show how the 

authors position themselves among academics across two written cultures in the field of 

linguistics. She modified Tang and John’s (1999) taxonomies and changed the roles’ labels, but 
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following Ivanic and Tang and John, she classifies six rhetorical roles on a continuum in terms of 

their relative authoritative power. The six categories of possible identities realized by first person 

pronoun from least powerful to most powerful are: "I" as conveyor of general knowledge, "I" as 

guide or navigator, "I" as conductor of research, "I" as evaluator of previous claims, "I" as 

originator of claims and the reflexive "I". Sheldon concluded that, in general, the texts written in 

Spanish used slightly more personal forms than did the texts in English. She reached notable 

differences in the distribution of authorial selves in the RAs despite that fact that the 

globalization of economic exchange and scientific communication might have lead one to expect 

a homogenization of international conventions of discourse community. For example, she found 

that English writers mostly reveal professional or personal information about themselves with 

first-person autobiographical narratives. In contrast to this, the Spanish writers do not display the 

narrative role of the reflexive "I" in the discipline of linguistics to the same extent. She suggests 

that, perhaps due to the idea that narration in which personal pronouns take preference in the text 

is considered informal and subjective.

Another main typology of discourse function was presented by Hyland ( 2002a). His study 

was based on an analysis of a corpus of 64 project reports written by final year Hong Kong 

undergraduates in eight disciplines. He compared the students' corpus with professional corpus 

consisting of 240 RAs from ten leading journals i n each of eight related disciplines. 

While Hyland's categorization recognizes a similar cline of authority in the expression of 

authorial presence, it differs from Tang and John (1999)'s in excluding all generic and inclusive 

uses of the first person and in focusing on the clear discoursal functions which accompany 

devices of self-reference. This has the advantages of more clearly highlighting only cases of self-

mention and in avoiding the kinds of discoursal overlaps which occur when employing 
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metaphorical labels such as "guide" and "architect". Discourse functions included in Hyland's 

taxonomy are: 1) stating a goal/purpose. Molino (2010) also included this function in her 

categorization for the functional analysis of personal and impersonal authorial references (i.e., 

direct and indirect self-mentions) in applied linguistics RAs written by English and Italian 

writers. She defines this discourse function as a statement by means of which writers inform 

readers about their research or discourse objectives, their methods, principal findings and claims, 

and the structure of the paper. This kind of framing helped clarify both the direction of the 

research and the schematic structure of the argument, but it also foregrounded a fairly low risk 

writer role, simply signposting readers through the text (Hyland, 2002a). 2) Explaining a 

procedure. Various authors have included this low risk function in their taxonomy of functional 

analysis of authorial references (e.g. Harwood, 2005a; Hyland, 2002a; Martinez, 2005; 

MurDuenas, 2007). It is defined as an attempt by writers to report on the steps they followed in 

their research. This requires having the ability to plan and carry out a viable and appropriate 

research methodology, demonstrating an ability to integrate and apply professional skills, 

surmount di���culties, and set out procedures. 3) Stating results/claims. By means of this function 

writer encompass knowledge claims (Hyland, 2002a). 4) Expressing self-benefits. This function 

is only used by Hyland (2002a). 5) elaborating an argument.

Hyland (2002a) found that students state a discoursal goal and explain a methodological 

approach through projecting first person pronoun while more argumentative functions, such as 

presenting and justifying claims, were more commonly expressed without direct reference to the 

author.

In another cross-cultural study, Martinez (2005) took four main categories of Hyland's 

(2002a) categorization framework. From four categories, two involve little risk for the writer, 
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stating a goal/purpose and explaining a procedure; and two involve high risk, stating 

results/claims and elaborating an argument. He also added a new category to them, Expressing 

Intentions and Decisions, signaled particularly by the presence of cognition verbs conveying 

meanings related to volition, as they express desires, intentions, decisions, and efforts.

In a similar study, MurDuenas (2007) studied the use of self-mention and self-citation in 

business management RA written by English and Spanish writers. He altered previously 

suggested categorizations and proposed a total of eight functions for the use of authorial self. His 

categories are: 1) Explaining a procedure 2) Making a claim or statement, elaborating an 

argument 3) Stating a hypothesis, an expectation or a wish 4) Stating a goal or purpose 5) 

Showing results or findings 6) Assessing the limitations of their research 7) Assessing the

strengths of their research 8) Outlining the steps followed in the RA.

Impersonal Authorial Reference in Academic Writing

There is a growing perception among rhetoricians and social theorists that patterns of 

impersonality are giving way to more assertively promotional practices, a publicizing of oneself 

and one's paper (e.g. Fairclough, 1995). The impersonalizing role "passive voice" plays in 

scientific discourse is well known. Ding ( 2002) stresses the persuasive authority of 

impersonality, as means of maximizing the writer's credibility by emphasizing objectivity and 

collective responsibility of academic endeavour. "Objectivity" in the expression of ideas means 

removing oneself from one's arguments and allowing the research to speak directly to the reader 

in an unmediated way.

While claims have to be warranted by appropriate support and reference to existing 

knowledge, writers must also ensure that readers recognize their individual contribution and their 

assertion of academic priority, as these are the foundations of a scholarly reputation. Increasing 
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their alignment with discourse community by using proper rhetorical devices is an important way 

by which this can be achieved.

Generally, impersonalization is defined as the process whereby the identity of the agent 

(which is usually the researcher/author) becomes obscured, resulting in an increase in (author) 

anonymity (e.g. Givon, 1994; Hyland, 1996). As mentioned above, impersonalization is 

commonly accomplished using the discourse marker "passive voice". Unlike Standard English, 

in which active voice is more frequent (Givon, 1979), scientific English shows a particular 

fondness for passive constructions and impersonalization. Practically all researchers of written 

academic corpora remark on the fact that passive constructions are far more prevalent in the 

academic genre than in any other (Swales, 1990). 

Passive constructions enable the research, which generally is more topical than the 

researcher, to become the object of study (Banks, 1994; Givon, 1979, 1994; see also Ding, 

2002). Impersonality is seen as a defining feature of expository writing as it embodies the 

positivist assumption that academic research is purely empirical and objective.

According to Baratta (2009) the passive voice, while traditionally thought of as contributing 

to an overall objective tone in academic writing, by means of either deleting or deemphasizing 

the subject within a sentence, can also be used to reveal writer stance. He states that stance refers 

to the ways in which writers reveal their opinions, evaluations and feelings on a given matter and 

passive voice has a role to play in this regard, despite its association with objectivity, which 

might suggest the opposite. In this study I argue that passive stance is a rhetorical strategy and it 

can be regarded a way for writers to reveal themselves writing their writings.

An important void in the discussion of the use of the passive voice is the lack of data about 

the frequency and pattern of its use in academic writing. One of the main goals of this study is to 
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fill that void by reporting the frequency of passive voice sentences from six disciplines. My

secondary goals are to present functions of passives in scientific writing as well as functions of 

first person pronouns.

Unlike studies of first person pronouns in which plenty of research have been carried out to 

examine frequency and rhetorical function of pronouns, to the best of my knowledge, there are 

limited numbers of studies which examine frequency of usage of passive construction in RAs. 

Amdur, et al. (2010 studied the frequency of sentences with a passive voice construction in three 

types of articles from three medical journals and compared the obtained results with the 

frequency of passive voice in non-medical articles. They claimed that there is a high frequency 

of the passive voice in medical journal articles. He maintains some reasons for excessive use of 

the passive voice in medical writing, such as "appear scholarly and sophisticated," avoid 

responsibility", "conform to established style". 

In another contrastive study, Tarone, et al. (1998) examined the frequency of the active and 

passive verb forms in journal papers in one field, astrophysics. They also examined rhetorical 

function of these forms. The subtle difference of RAs in the field of astrophysics and other fields 

is their different rhetorical structure. Simply put, they argue that the rhetorical structure of 

astrophysics journal papers does not fit that which analysts normally think of as "typical of 

scientific research reports" . They found that active voice is used much more frequently than the 

passive voice.

A notable study which examines the frequency of usage of the ISM and its related discourse 

functions is Molino's cross-cultural study of rhetorical strategies used by English and Italian 

writers in English and Italian RAs. She examined texts in terms of frequency of use and 

discourse function of passive construction across languages to determine rhetorical preferences 
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of English and Italian writers across sciences within one field, Linguistic RAs. Her corpus 

consists of a total of 60 single-authored RAs. She claims that analysis of RAs written in English 

and Italian displays almost the same number of passive constructions. Despite similar overall 

frequencies, impersonal resources are more or less frequent in one or the other corpus depending 

on the discourse function. For example, impersonal resources are more frequent in English for 

the functions of "announcing goals or purpose" and "illustrating the data", while they are more 

frequent in Italian for the functions of "stating results" and "referring back to the text". 
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Chapter Three

Methodology

Introduction

Following Molino (2010) I use the metaphor "interpersonality" to account for the expression 

of subjectivity and objectivity in writing, therefore, as a step towards understanding how native 

writers’ expression of interpersonality is balanced in RAs across six disciplines, the following 

methodology was followed to answer the three research questions.

Corpus

The corpus for this study was comprised of 60 recently published RAs written by native 

English authors from six disciplines. From a variety of disciplines in each field, in this study the 

three disciplines of Applied Linguistics, Psychology and Sociology were chosen as 

representatives of Social Science and Biology, Chemistry and Medicine were chosen as 

representatives of Natural Sciences. 

In selection of the corpus some essential criteria were taken into account. The RAs were all 

limited to those published during 2007-2011 with the assumption that time influences the style of 

the writers. The RAs were all taken from leading international journals. 

The second criterion was considering the native language of the writers. The journals do not 

contain any information on the first language of the writers, so I made assumptions based on 

their surnames and the affiliation of the authors. Further, I made some limitations to NE writers' 

corpus by selecting RAs from universities in the USA, this homogeneity makes the analysis and 

the study more reliable.
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Taking into account that specific conventions of each journal might influence the writing 

style and linguistic choice of writers, an attempt was made not to select more than two RA from

each journal, therefore 60 RAs included in my corpus are selected randomly from more than 50.

Following the dominant tradition of discourse studies (e.g. Harwood, 2005a; Hyland, 2002), 

abstracts, footnotes, endnotes, acknowledgments, and reference lists, appendices, charts, tables, 

captions and figures were excluded from both word count and analysis.

One more methodological issue which has been left without consideration in discourse 

studies is how to deal with intertextuality, especially in the form of direct quotations. Charles 

(2006) suggested deleting quotations from analysis. However, in the present study, due to the 

fact that intertextuality is an essential component of any text and without intertextuality text will 

lose its sense of textuality, it was decided that citations should not be deleted from the text and 

were included only in word count. In fact, the unique speech experience of each individual which 

is manifested in the text as the final outcome is shaped and developed in continuous and constant 

interaction with other individual’s utterances. 

Procedure

After selection of the corpus according to the above mentioned process, the following 

procedure was followed to carry out the research and consequently answer the research questions 

The study employed qualitative and quantitative approaches, comprising frequency counts and 

text analysis of a corpus of 60 RAs. The RAs were all downloaded from the internet and were

checked carefully and manually. All incidences of direct and indirect self-mentions (DSM and 

ISM, respectively) were identified in RAs, and then qualitatively examined in the context of use 

to include only exclusive features. Then they were categorized according to their discourse 

functions. 
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With regard to quantitative analysis, some scholars in their corpus-based studies use 

concordance programs. The ten important concordance programs are: MonoConc Pro 2.2, 

WordSmith Tools 4, Concordance, Multi Language Corpus Tool, ConcApp 4, AntConc 1.3, 

Aconcorde, Simple Concordance Program, Concordancer for Windows 2.0 and WordPilot 2000. 

MurDuenas (2007) used Wordsmith Tools 4 to carry out the quantitative analysis of self-

mentioning features in his corpus and Hyland (2002a, b) used WordPilot 2000 to search his 

corpus for the first person pronoun. However some other discourse analysts criticize the accuracy 

of results obtained through using concordancing software (e.g. Abdi, 2009; Dahl, 2004). Abdi 

(2009) maintains that in a smaller corpus it is possible for the researcher to re-attend to the items 

identified by the computer software, but, there is a risk of skipping the items that cannot be 

recognized prior to analysis.

Concerning the first research question, the RAs were examined to indentify the cases of first 

person pronoun that refer to the author of the paper (i.e. exclusive first person pronoun). And 

with regard to the second research question, all passive constructions which appeared in the 

"auxiliary past participle" form were identified in RAs and in addition they all were examined in 

context to make sure they all refer to the actions which are carried out by researcher/s.

Regarding the second research question, functions of DSM and ISM were explored according 

to the categorization framework which is based on previous classifications of discourse function 

found in literature (see sections 2.9 and 2.10). These categories are: Stating a Goal/Purpose, 

Explaining a Procedure, Stating Results/Claims, Elaborating an Argument and Other. It should 

be mentioned that Other refers to some limited cases of DSM and ISM which are used to 

perform rhetorical functions other than the ones included in the framework (Molino, 2010).
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Data Analysis

In the first part of the data analysis, the frequencies of the DSM and ISM were calculated. In 

the next step, all the occurrences of DSM and ISM were classified according to the above 

mentioned framework to determine frequencies of functions of DSM and ISM in NE and NNE 

sub corpus.  Then, the relevant statistical analysis were carried out, here by means of Chi-square 

method, as for comparison between NE and NNE writers in the use of DSM and ISM and 

performing different discourse function s through using them. 
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Chapter Four

Results and Discussion

Introduction 

The raw frequencies of direct self-mentions (DSM) and indirect self-mentions (ISM) were 

calculated. And, to address the second research question, the raw frequencies of different 

discourse functions performed through the use of DSM and ISM were calculated.

Given the different length of both sub corpora, the data was normalized to ensure more 

accurate comparison at 50,000 words (estimated from average texts length in the corpus. For the 

validation purpose of the study, two proficient MA students in TEFL reviewed the corpus. The 

three of us analyzed the cases to reach consensus. The average results of panel of raters were 

taken as the final results.

Results

Frequency of use of DSM and ISM reveals to what extent writers of the two disciplines are 

visible or invisible in their texts (Molino, 2010). 

The normalized frequencies of all occurrences were found per 50,000 words in each 

discipline separately. Table 4.1 indicates the results.

According to the model introduced in chapter 3, I categorized all occurrences of DSM and 

ISM used in RAs. In the two sections below, I will present the results of functional analysis of 

DSM and ISM and answer my second research question. It should be noted that the answer for 

the second question has two distinct parts, one for DSM and the other for ISM, and in each part 

the differences and/or similarities in the functions of DSM and ISM between the two cultures 

will be illustrated.
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Table 4.1

Frequencies of DSM and ISM across Disciplines

Disciplines DSM ISM

Social Sciences

Applied Linguistics 170.82 250.92
Psychology 185.05 446.61
Sociology 199.06 79.77
Total 554.93 777.3

Natural Sciences

Biology 227.25 954
Chemistry 129.92 1047.6
Medicine 448.09 766.8
Total 805.26 2768.4

Grand Total 1360.19 3545.7

In order to find out the specific rhetorical purposes for which writers intrude in their texts by 

means of DSM, a contrastive analysis of the rhetorical functions of exclusive first person 

pronoun in both sub corpora was carried out. Table 4.2 presents the results of functional analysis 

of DSM and ISM used by the NE writers.

Table 4.2 

Frequency of Functions of DSM and ISM in the Corpus

Discourse Functions DSM Discourse Functions ISM
Explaining procedures 72.79 Explaining procedures 376.41
Stating results/claims 63.16 Stating results/claims 74.67
Announcing goal or purpose 34.88 Elaborating an argument 18.28
Elaborating an argument 23.56 Announcing goal or purpose 10.74
Other functions 10.17 Other functions 7.92
Total 204.56 Total 488.02

As can be roughly seen, the most frequent function is explaining procedure and stating 

results/claims for both ISM and DSM. The third and fourth most frequent functions are 

announcing goal or purpose and elaborating and argument for DSM data and vice versa for the 

ISM data. The Other category is the last for both groups of data.
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Discussion 

In this study, I examined the occurrences of direct and indirect self-mentions (i.e. DSM and 

ISM) across six disciplines written by English writers. Regarding the overall distribution of DSM

and ISM in NE corpus, the results show a difference in DSM and ISM references in all six 

disciplines in the corpus. 

Concerning the use of DSM and ISM in the corpus, the results indicated that the writers 

present themselves through ISM almost two times more frequently than through DSM. The 

natural science writers used more DSM and ISM devices, while the social science writers relied 

less on both ISM and DSM devices. It appears that actions undertaken by social science writers 

were quite lower than the ones carried out by natural science writers. This could be justified on 

the ground that the procedures and steps are much more in natural studies as compared to less 

(yet big) steps followed in social studies.

By looking at the frequency of DSM, it can be claimed that the writers have certainly 

departed from the tenets of positivism. Nevertheless, the significantly higher frequency of ISM

indicates that the impersonal and positivistic view of scientific prose is still at work.

Overall, it can be said that authorial reference is a very rich rhetorical resource through which 

the researchers can be seen as integrated with their research. This is consistent with the findings 

of Abdi ( 2009), Hyland (2002a, b), Martinez (2005), Molino ( 2010), MurDuenas (2007), 

Sheldon (2009), and Tang and John (1999). Making students aware of this is specifically 

important as there are approved differences between different cultures in terms of the use of such 

devices. As an instance, Martinez (2005) compared the use of first person pronoun in different 

sections of biology RAs written by NE and NNE authors. He found that NE writers use first 

person pronoun over two times more than NNE writers in their RAs. MurDuenas (2007) in his 
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cross-cultural analysis of self-mentions in business management RAs in English and Spanish 

found that the number of self-reference in English RAs is higher than Spanish RAs. MurDuenas

(2007) claimed that the high number of self-references in English RAs is due to the high level of 

competitiveness among scholars wishing to publish their RAs in an international journals. 

Hyland (2002a) argues that authorial pronoun is a significant means of promoting a 

competent scholarly identity and gaining acceptance for ones’ idea. NE and NNE writers of 

English text transmit knowledge in academic context differently across disciplines and cultures, 

and the result of the present study support the complexities of the transfer-phenomenon in 

language in contact situation (Ellis 2006). Although RAs are considered to be relatively uniform

due to genre requirement, there is "significant intercultural variation in the rhetorical preferences 

of writers" (Mauranen, 1993, p. 1). When second language researchers write their RAs, they may 

be influenced by the rhetorical patterns of their native language. For example, in the Anglo-

American writing traditions, written texts are expected to display fixed organizational pattern 

and rhetorical qualities; and writers are expected to communicate their knowledge and voice 

their opinion. According to Dahl (2004) in this tradition the author wants to be clearly visible.

As mentioned earlier, according to positivist's view of knowledge-making in academia, 

academic writing is a register which lacks personal involvement and explicit reference to 

authorial or reader identity and the author is seen as the mere transmitter of universal and 

objective truths (Hyland, 2005). However, constructivists re-examine this view of academic 

writing and emphasize the importance of language not just for conveying meaning, but also for 

structuring and maintaining social relationship.

In this study, I also examined and categorized the rhetorical functions of DSM and ISM used 

by NE writers. As it can be seen in Table 2, DSM and ISM functions are used similarly except 
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for elaborating and argument function which is used more than announcing goal or purpose

function in ISM devices. Both devices were used with the highest frequency for explaining 

procedures. This appears normal in that much of the researcher actions are for explaining the 

steps they have taken. The second highest function is stating the results, which is also a 

significant part of researcher actions. Announcing goal or purpose and elaborating an argument

are the next functions. These activities are less frequent but present in any research study. Other 

functions are categorized as other in that they did not merit independent analysis.

Understanding native and authentic use of DSM and ISM devices could be very helpful in 

analyzing the academic prose and introducing it to non-native users.

Conclusion

Viewing academic writing as social interaction I sought to examine the frequency and 

discourse functions of different interpersonal strategies (this term was used to refer to DSM and 

ISM by Molino (2010) used by NE and NNE writers across six disciplines in 60 RAs. Examining 

frequency of use of DSM and ISM as rhetorical strategies revealed considerable differences 

between the two sciences. Natural science writers used DSM more frequently than social science 

writers, which is associated with Constructionism. Lower use of DSM by social writers supports 

the idea that the use of DSM is not equally welcomed by social writers. 

Furthermore, the results revealed that writers used DSM devices for functions of explaining 

procedures and stating results/claim, announcing goal or purpose and elaborating an argument, 

respectively. However, ISM devices are used a little bit differently in that they are used for 

elaborating an argument function more than announcing goal or purpose. 
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